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Nike Mercurial Vapor 8 CR is the best selection for each striker in football playing

April 20, 2014-UK- When editor from MercurialsCleats, which is the best online seller for
Cheap Soccer Shoes, get newly pair of Nike Mercurial Vapor 8 CR, the charming
characteristic of this shoe should be different from the past series. Compared with the
conventional same series product, the completely subvert design and color of this new Nike
Mercurial Vapor 8 CR should be its biggest bright spot. So, editor quickly put on this pair of
Nike Mercurial Vapor 8 CR to test the performance of this shoe at soccer playing ground.

The upper cortex of this Cheap Soccer Cleats Vapor 8 CR feels very good and its leather
uppers do not let people's feet feel discomfort but a very comfortable feeling of wrapping. This
high quality comfort feeling should be derived from the using of Teijin Microfiber upper
microfiber material which surrounds the toe should be the most comfortable and soft. The foot
fitting design allows editor from MercurialsCleats to better control the football. In a word, as a
pair of excellent striker shoes, the football touching of Nike Mercurial Vapor 8 CR should be
the best.

When it refers to the Nike's unique ACC technology, editor could see the clear word of ACC IN
THE tongue of this pair of Nike Mercurial Vapor 8 CR. As each of football fans know, the full
name of acronym ACC should be the All Conditions Control. The applying of this technology in
Cheap Soccer Cleats Vapor 8 CR surface could ensure the player maintain a good football
friction, touch and control feeling in either wet or dry playing ground. It is indeed that most of
football lovers should fully experience the football playing in rainy day which the football
controlling will be very difficult.

After the overall viewing for this pair of Nike Mercurial Vapor 8 CR, people could see the sharp
carbon plate in its sole has a strong metallic feeling. Then, the high tech and sharp spikes
could let people have the feeling of playing football just now. On the other hand, the
comfortable leather wrapping feeling could also bring each people with the feeling of nostalgia
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and the dazzling blue pink detail on the surface of this football shoe can definitely make
wearer become the most shining focus on the playing ground. The totally weight 185g could
let wearer ignore the existing of this shoe. However, the editor from MercurialsCleats also said
that each people need to take some time to adapt to the perfect performance of this shoe. In a
word, this Nike Mercurials should be the best choice for each people who usually want to play
at the position of striker on the playing ground.

About MercurialsCleats

Each football lover especially the fans of CR could purchase the best selection of soccer
cleats & shoes for sale at great prices from MercurialsCleats. Welcome to
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